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ABSTRACT

1

Coastal development and climate change are changing the geography of our coasts, while more and more people are moving towards the coasts. Recent advances in arti�cial intelligence allow
for automatic analysis of observational data. Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) is a form of Genetic Programming (GP) that has
been successfully used in a large variety of tasks including datadriven symbolic regression. We formulate the problem of shoreline
evolution forecasting as a Genetic Improvement (GI) problem using CGP to encode and improve upon ShoreFor, an equilibrium
shoreline prediction model, to study the e�ectiveness of CGP in GI
in forecasting tasks. This work presents an empirical study of the
sensitivity of CGP to a number of evolutionary con�gurations and
constraints and compares the performances of the evolved models
to the base ShoreFor model.

Coasts around the globe are continuously facing natural and anthropogenic pressures. Our knowledge and understanding of the
evolution of the coastal zone over time is crucial for a large variety
of applications including coastal risk monitoring and management.
Shoreline evolution forecasting is an important element in coastal
studies that aims to better understand and predict the occurrence
and intensity of erosive and accretive forces. Recently, large efforts have been made to understand and predict shoreline evolution
due to the rising social, economic and natural pressures such as
climate change [3, 13, 14, 16]. Shoreline change occurs at varying
time scales resulting from di�erent natural processes, ranging from
small oscillations resulting from individual waves to decadal trends
as a response to varying wave climates. At seasonal to interannual
scales, cross-shore sediment transport is considered the main driver
of shoreline change, while alongshore processes are more relevant
at longer timescales [10, 20, 21].
Three main types of methods have been proposed and discussed
in the literature on the topic of forecasting shoreline change [13].
Process-based models are based on including as many physical
simulations as possible which contribute to the process of shoreline
change. These simulated processes are usually coupled through
mass and momentum conservation laws. Hybrid models are mixed
approaches to modelling shoreline change incorporating general
physical principles, such as the principle of shoreline equilibrium
[27], and are calibrated using data-driven approaches (e.g. leastsquares-�t). Finally, data-driven techniques range from simple regression methods to modern deep learning models, which have
demonstrated impressive capabilities over a wide variety of applications in many domains including physics [1] and coastal science
[6, 8].
This work makes use of Recurrent Cartesian Genetic Programming (RCGP) [24] as a method for Genetic Improvement (GI). A
forecasting model of shoreline change, ShoreFor [4, 20], is implemented as a CGP individual and evolved using a standard Genetic
Algorithm (GA). The current work presents an ablation and sensitivity study of RCGP for GI in the context of time series analysis
according to a number of evolutionary con�gurations and constraints. The layout of this article is as follows. We �rst describe
the di�erent methods used in this work in Section 2, including the
shoreline equilibrium model ShoreFor which is used to initialize our
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CGP population, the dataset and the task to be performed, Cartesian
Genetic Programming and the methodology we follow in order to
transform a system of equations into a CGP individual. Then, in
Section 3, we present the di�erent experiments that were conducted
and we analyze their results. We present in Section 4 an example
evolved graph and compare it to the base CGP-ShoreFor graph. In
Section 5, we discuss the implications of the results and the possible future directions. Finally, we summarize our contributions and
conclusions in Section 6.

2 METHODS
2.1 ShoreFor
ShoreFor [4, 20] is a shoreline change forecasting model that is built
upon the principle of shoreline equilibrium [27], where shorelines
continuously evolve towards a time-varying equilibrium condition.
ShoreFor can be formulated according to Equation 1, where 3G/3C
is the rate of shoreline change, is the magnitude of wave forcing,
2 and 1 are model free parameters that are optimized using a leastsquares-�t minimizing the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) of the
model.
3G
= 2( + + A ) + 1
(1)
3C
The wave forcing term (Equation 2) is expressed in terms of
the wave energy �ux % and the normalized disequilibrium term
⌦/f ⌦ .
⌦
(2)
f ⌦
ShoreFor de�nes the beach equilibrium state (⌦4@ , Equation 3)
as a weighted average of antecedent dimensionless fall velocities
where q is a model-free parameter which controls the number of
days in the series used to estimate the current equilibrium state.
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⌦, calculated according to Equation 4, represents the rate of sedimentation and is a function of the sediment grain settling velocity
F, the breaking wave height B,1 and wave period )? .
B,1

(4)
F)?
Disequilibrium, ⌦ = ⌦4@ ⌦, is used to partition forcing
into accretion and erosion ( +, ) according to the sign of ⌦.
The erosion ratio A (Equation 5) is de�ned as a ratio between the
detrended accretive and erosive wave forcing. It is calculated over
the full calibration set and treated as a constant to balance the
accretion and erosion terms within the ShoreFor model.
⌦=

Õ#
h 8+ i
A = Õ8=0
(5)
# h i
8=0 8
ShoreFor has been used in multiple shoreline studies and a number of extensions have been proposed to improve its performance by
accounting for shoreline change over di�erent time-scales [18] as
well as alongshore sediment transport processes [22, 23]. We therefore make use of the ShoreFor model as a base for our experiments

on the use of CGP for shoreline forecasting in a GI setting, with the
eventual goal of extending our base CGP-ShoreFor implementation
to account for these additional processes.

2.2

Dataset and Task

The dataset used in this work was obtained from the Shoreshop
shoreline modelling competition [13]. The site studied is Tairua
Beach located on the eastern coast of New Zealand. The dataset
used in this work includes 15 years of hourly ( C = 3 hours) videoderived shoreline positions and wave forcing time series including
the wave height B and period )? . We reduce the dataset to a daily
scale ( C = 24 hours) using a simple daily average of shoreline
position and wave forcing. The dataset is split into 11 year and
4 year subsets, used to evaluate �tness during evolution and to
test the evolved models. We refer to the original work in [13] for
a more comprehensive description of the dataset and the physical
characteristics of the study site.
In this work, we make use of a modi�ed version of the Mielke
skill test [5] in order to evaluate the �tness of the CGP individuals during evolution. Correlation-based metrics, in contrast with
error-based metrics, are generally considered more informative in
shoreline studies as they evaluate the trends captured by the model
rather than the errors in model predictions. The Mielke skill test
(Equation 6) is an extension of the Pearson correlation coe�cient
which measures the linear dependence between two datasets. It also
accounts for any bias observed in the data to downgrade the similarity score and is therefore considered a more accurate estimate of
model performance.
Õ#
# 1 8=1
(>8 <8 ) 2
(6)
2 + (>ˆ <)
ˆ 2
f>2 + f<
We use this score to compare the output of a CGP individual to
the ground truth data of shoreline position over the 11 year training
period.
_=1

2.3

Cartesian Genetic Programming

Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) [11] is a form of genetic
programming that encodes programs as directed acyclic graphs. A
CGP graph is composed of three main components, the input nodes,
output nodes and computation nodes. To represent a program as
a genome, each node in the graph can be associated with three
integers corresponding to the function of the node and its two inputs. More recent applications of CGP make use of a single vector
of nodes to represent a complete program (1 row and N columns)
[12]. A CGP genome is of �xed size, however the phenotype of
a CGP graph can be of variable size as some nodes in the graph
can be independent or disconnected from the output computation
chain of nodes. This allows for �exibility in the number of nodes
an individual can use, where nodes that do not contribute to the
output are simply ignored during individual evaluation. CGP has
been successfully applied to a large number of problems including
digital circuit design [2], image processing [9, 19], computer visionbased applications [26], among others [12]. Here, we use a recurrent
version of CGP (RCGP) [24] which has shown promising performance over sequential datasets compared to CGP [25]. RCGP can
be considered as a superset of traditional CGP that allows for the
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creation of cyclic connections in the computation graph according
to a recurrent connection rate parameter.

2.4

ShoreFor Graph Implementation

In order to encode the ShoreFor system of equations as a single CGP
genome, we manually decompose each of its equations into a dictionary representation, where each node has a unique key and three
�elds indicating the node’s elementary function and both of its
inputs. In addition to two additional lists indicating the unique keys
of the inputs and outputs. For example, in the generalized version
of ShoreFor [20], the weight vector in Equation 3 is computed such
that the weighting factor decreases to 10%, 1%, and 0.1% at q, 2q,
and 3q days prior to present day (, = 10 8/q ). In order to encode
the computation of this weight vector, two inputs and �ve di�erent
functions are required. The inputs include the ⌦ time series of the
current timestep (⌦, where ;4=6C⌘(⌦) = 2q) and the calibrated q
constant. Given these inputs, we decompose the calculation of , as
follows. First, a vector of length 2q with values ranging from 1 to 2q
is computed using the 8A0=64 function. This vector is then simply
�ipped using the A4E4AB4, to represent the number of days back
in history each point in the time series represents. At this point,
the vector of 8 in 10 8/q is computed. Then, this vector is negated
using the =460C4 function and divided by the input constant ?⌘8
using 38E, resulting in a vector of values representing 8/q. This
vector is passed to the C?>F function (C?>F (G) = 10G ), obtaining
, = 10 8/q . Table 1 summarizes the di�erent categories of functions used in this work to create a pool of 50 candidate functions
representing CGP’s function set during evolution. The �nal set of
inputs used in our CGP-ShoreFor implementation is as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

rand

t

⌦C
%C
q
0.5
0.5

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Pt

0.5

r

C
C8
2>4 5 5 1
2>4 5 5 2
A

Inputs (4) and (5) are currently included as constants in the inputs.
This design choice was made with the eventual goal of evolving
them and the ShoreFor calibrated parameters (inputs 3, 8 and 9).
Input (4) is used in Equation 2, whereas inputs (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) are used
at the end of the genome to compute the integral of Equation 1 such
that the output of the CGP individual corresponds to the value of
- (the cross-shore shoreline location).
Generally speaking, implementations of CGP require that all
input and computed variables are bound to a range of -1 to 1 in
order to prevent various computational issues such as the existance
of NaN’s or in�nities in the computational graph. However, this
requirement is di�cult to achieve in the case of GI of a physical system of equations due to the lack of true maxima for each input and
the use of unbounded functions in the original model. Therefore, we
instead choose to handle out-of-bounds computation by penalizing
all such individuals by assigning them a �tness value of negative
in�nity, essentially discarding them from future generations.
After encoding the ShoreFor system of equations as a single CGP
genome, the ShoreFor individual can be represented as a graph
structure as shown in Figure 1.

0.5
t

ti

coef f1

coef f2

Xt

Figure 1: ShoreFor encoded as a CGP graph.

Currently, the implementation of ShoreFor as a CGP individual
includes a modi�cation to the original model formulation. The
original ShoreFor model makes use of the full calibration time
series in order to calibrate its di�erent parameters (A , q, 2, 1). The
�rst modi�cation to the ShoreFor model was to move from a full
regression-based model that makes use of the full dataset, to an
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Table 1: A description of the di�erent types of functions
included in the function set used for this work.
)~?4

⇡4B2A8?C8>=

List processing
Scalar
Vector

evaluation period. Table 3 and Figure 2 present the results obtained
from this experiment.

0.6

list manipulation functions
(e.g. tail, pop, reverse)
Scalar operations
(e.g. add, div, mult)
Vector operations
(e.g. sum, mean, max)

0.5
0.4
0.3

instantaneous version of ShoreFor (CGP-ShoreFor) that operates
on 2q days of inputs only. This simpli�cation requires that the
parameters (A , q, 2, 1) are included as inputs to the CGP-ShoreFor
model.
Moreover, our current implementation assumes that the equations to calculate the breaking wave power % and the dimensionless
fall velocity ⌦ are physical fact and are therefore not included in
the evolvable CGP-ShoreFor implementation, but rather passed as
pre-calculated time series.

3

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section describes four di�erent experiments that were conducted and presents their results. For each experiment, the results
are analyzed according to the modi�ed Mielke skill score as a measure for �tness as presented in Section 2.2. Table 2 summarizes the
default con�guration parameters used in the ablation study. The
active graphs of the individuals in the initial population correspond
to the CGP-ShoreFor model, while the non-active nodes of each
individual are initialized randomly. During evolution, a constrained
version of the Goldman mutation [7] (constraints described in Section 3.2) is used to mutate the input, output or function genomes
of an individual’s computational node using a node mutation rate
of 0.1.

3.1

Evaluation series length

The �rst experiment in this study is focused on minimizing the
computation time required to evaluate the di�erent CGP-ShoreFor
individuals during evolution. As CGP-ShoreFor individuals are
processed at each time step in the evaluation period, the evaluation
period length has a direct correlation with the total evaluation time
of an individual. To this end, we test minimizing the duration of the
Table 2: Default con�guration
%0A0<4C4A
Evaluation series length
Number of columns
Constraints
Population size
Mutation rate
Output mutation rate
Recurrent connection rate

+ 0;D4
11 years
300
all
30
0.1
0.3
0.1

0.2

4 years
7 years
11 years

0

2500

5000

7500

10000

Figure 2: Comparison of the �tness evolution when using
evaluation periods with varying sizes.
In both cases of 4 years and 7 years, the use of a smaller evaluation period led to a large reduction in computation time. However,
the model performance varied greatly in between di�erent parts of
the time series when evaluated on a smaller time series, leading to
a large level of noise in the performance signal during evolution. Interestingly, although noisy, the models evaluated on 7 years seem to
be converging towards a better performing area of the search space
which could lead to more global solutions. Based on the results
presented in Table 3 and Figure 2, the individuals in the following
experiments were evaluated on 11 years of data during evolution
in order to have a more stable estimation of model performance.

3.2

Constraints

In this experiment, two types of constraints were implemented and
tested to compare their e�ect on the convergence of the model
population during evolution. These constraints can be split into
two levels: evaluation constraints and mutation constraints. Evaluation constraints in this context correspond to constraints based on
the statistical characteristics of the predicted time series compared
to the original time series. Mutation-level constraints are those
enforced during the mutation step of evolution, before evaluation.
The constraints tested in this work build upon previous work that
aims to reduce the computational overhead by skipping needless
evaluations [7]. Table 4 �rst summarizes the di�erent constraints
that were added to the evolutionary method. Then, Table 5 presents
a statistical overview of the performances of each constraint regime.
Table 3: Comparison of the average �tness and the standard
deviation in �tness of the �ve top performing individuals
from each set of experiments.
5 8C=4BB
4 years
7 years
11 years

0.46 ± 0.06
0.51 ± 0.06
0.61 ± 0.06
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Figure 3 then showcases the e�ects of the di�erent types of constraints on the method’s speed of convergence.
Table 4 summarizes the di�erent constraints tested. Two free
parameters (U 1 and U 2 ) are introduced and used to implement these
constraints. U 1 is used to evaluate the standard deviation of the
model-produced shoreline evolution predictions and was set to 10%
of the target standard deviation. If the constraint is not met, the
model would get a negative in�nity as its �tness value, essentially
discarding it from following generations.
Additionally, three mutation-level constraints were tested. The
�rst is concerned with the length of the active graph of the evolved
individual, where any mutation resulting with an individual whose
active graph has a length of less than U 2 is considered invalid. In
our case, U 2 was set to approximately half the size of the ShoreFor
graph used to initialize our individuals at the beginning of each run
(U 2 = 20). Second, we explicitly enforce that a mutation-produced
model produces unequal outputs when applied to two random but
di�erent inputs. Finally, any mutated individual with a direct inputoutput connection as part of its active graph is considered invalid
and a new mutation is created.

3.3

Graph size

This subsection explores the impact of varying the size of the complete initial graph on CGP’s ability to produce better-performing
models. Table 6 �rst presents these results statistically using the
top performing individuals from 5 separate runs. Figure 4 then
showcases these di�erences over consecutive generations.

0.650
0.625

0.650
None
Evaluation- level
Mutation- level
All

0.625

0.600
0.575

0.600

300 columns
160 columns
80 columns

0.550

0.575

0.525

0.550
0.525

Table 5 and Figure 3 showcase the impact of using di�erent levels
of constraints on the performance of CGP. The bene�t of using
constraints is shown numercially in Table 5, where the constrained
runs all achieved greater than 0.6 performance on the Mielke skill
test on average, while the non-constrained models achieve ' 0.57
only. Moreover, Figure 3 demonstrates the e�ect of contraints on
the convergence of the method when the contraints are enabled
during mutation and/or evaluation, where constrained models are
able to achieve higher �tness scores earlier in evolution, in addition
to producing more skilled models at the end of evolution.

0

2500

5000

7500

10000

Figure 3: Comparison of model convergence according to
di�erent constraint regimes
Table 4: The di�erent constraint regimes tested.
!4E4;

⇠>=BCA08=C

Evaluation
Mutation
Mutation
Mutation

ˆ > U1
BC3 (~)
model length > U 2
<>34; (A0=3 1 ) ! = <>34; (A0=3 2 )
no input-output connections

Table 5: Comparison of the constraint regime’s impact on
�nal model performance.

0

2500

5000

0.57 ± 0.03
0.61 ± 0.01
0.62 ± 0.02
0.61 ± 0.02

10000

Figure 4: Model performance comparison using di�erent
CGP graph sizes.
The results shown in Table 6 and Figure 4 show that the use of
a smaller graph size aids evolution in �nding better-performing
genomes. An important point to mention here is the expected complexity of the function to be evolved; even though smaller models
seem to reduce the number of generations required for CGP to
improve the initial model due to the reduced search space, using a
small graph reduces the number of possible function representations that CGP can produce. In the context of this work, where CGP
is used to essentially evolve a system of equations that can model
shoreline change, without prior knowledge of the complexity of
the physical system to be modelled, we argue that the use of larger
model could be more bene�cial.
Table 6: Final �tness comparison according to di�erent CGP
graph sizes.

5 8C=4BB
None
Evaluation
Mutation
All

7500

5 8C=4BB
300
160
80

0.61 ± 0.02
0.64 ± 0.01
0.63 ± 0.02
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Graph Initialization

In this section, we compare the ability of CGP to evolve a shoreline
forecasting model starting from random genomes against the use
of ShoreFor as a starting point for evolution. These results are
presented in Table 7 and Figure 5

0.8
0.6
ShoreFor
CGP- ShoreFor- 160cols
CGP- ShoreFor- 80cols
CGP- ShoreFor- 300cols
CGP- ShoreFor- GoldmanMut
CGP- ShoreFor- MutConst
CGP- ShoreFor- EvalConst
CGP- RandomInit

0.4
0.6
0.2
0.5
0

0.4

750

1000

Random
ShoreFor

0

2500

5000

7500

10000

0.8
0.6

Figure 5: Comparing the convergence and performance of
CGP-ShoreFor and pure CGP.
Table 7 compares the �tnesses of the evolved models when the
problem is formulated as a pure CGP problem (random initialization) or as a GI problem using ShoreFor to initialize the population
to be evolved. As shown in Table 7 and Figure 5, both methods
achieve good performance in a relatively small number of generations (10,000), demonstrating the e�ectiveness of CGP in time series
forecasting tasks. On average, the CGP-ShoreFor initialized models
achieved signi�cantly higher skill scores compared to the pure-CGP
models which varied greatly depending on their initialization over
the 5 di�erent runs.

3.5

500

(a) Calibration period

0.3
0.2

250

Performance Comparison

Figure 6 presents the Mielke skill scores of the top performing
individuals from each experiment when evaluated over di�erent
timescales by using a pass-band �lter to isolate trends of di�erent temporal scales. This shows that the majority of the evolved
versions are able to improve on the original ShoreFor model over
seasonal to interannual time scales.
A comparison of the di�erent CGP-ShoreFor variants shown in
Figure 6 suggests that they achieve similar performance over most
time scales. Interestingly, the pure-CGP model (the model with random initialization) appears to achieve the best performance over
very short time scales during the calibration period (11 years) and
better performance over multiple time scales during the forecast
period (4 years). On the other hand, most of the CGP-ShoreFor
Table 7: Comparison of the �nal �tness performances of
CGP-ShoreFor and pure CGP.
5 8C=4BB
Random
ShoreFor

0.49 ± 0.09
0.61 ± 0.02

ShoreFor
CGP- ShoreFor- 160cols
CGP- ShoreFor- 80cols
CGP- ShoreFor- 300cols
CGP- ShoreFor- GoldmanMut
CGP- ShoreFor- MutConst
CGP- ShoreFor- EvalConst
CGP- RandomInit

0.4
0.2
0

250

500

750

1000

(b) Forecast period

Figure 6: Model performance comparison at di�erent time
scales over the calibration (a) and forecast (b) periods.
models improve on ShoreFor during the calibration period and are
competitive with ShoreFor over di�erent time scales during the
forecast period, despite the fact that no additional calibration was
performed on the input parameters described in Section 2.4. Figure 6b demonstrates the ability of the evolved models to achieve
higher skill compared to the base model over previously-unseen
inputs, suggesting that the evolved equations are applicable to different periods and are not a result of further �tting to a speci�c
dataset. We note that the individuals used in this comparison correspond to the best performing individuals among 5 di�erent runs
from each experiment; we refer to Section 3.4 for a more comprehensive comparison between the randomly initialized models and
the models initialized as CGP-ShoreFor.

4

EVOLVED SHOREFOR GRAPHS

In this section, we present one CGP-ShoreFor model resulting from
evolution and we decode part of the evolved graph to better understand the modi�cations produced by evolution. Additional example
evolved graphs are presented in Appendix A (Supplementary Material).
Figure 7 presents an example graph from an evolved individual. In the �gure, we highlight inside green circles two di�erences
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between this evolved individual and the original ShoreFor individual’s graphs (Figures 7 and 1). The �rst di�erence concerns the
computation of the weights in the calculation of ⌦4@ . As described
in Section 2.1, the original ShoreFor formulation calculates ⌦4@ as a
weighted mean of the historical dimensionless fall velocities within
a speci�ed period of time (Equation 3). As part of the ⌦4@ calculation, the weights are computed as , = 10 8/q , corresponding to a
decaying weight coe�cient. This computation takes place at the
beginning of the ShoreFor graph (Figure 1). In the evolved graph,
as highlighted in the top green circle in Figure 7, the weights at a
speci�c point in time are computed as , = 10 2q/8 .
The second di�erence concerns the calculation of the forcing
term (Equation 2). Originally, the term is calculated as a function of the breaking wave energy �ux % 0.5 and the instantaneous
normalized disequilibrium term ⌦/f ⌦ . In the evolved version,
can be decoded as: 8 = %80.5 ⇤ ( ⌦8 + ⌦8 1 ), as a function of
the breaking wave energy �ux % 0.5 and the two last disequilibrium
( ⌦) terms, suggesting that the model is relying heavily on very
recent wave activity to produce its estimations.
Although the graphs such as 7 may be di�cult to interpret at
�rst, careful analysis enables us to understand slight modi�cations
made to the ShoreFor model through Genetic Improvement. On the
other hand, the resulting model can in some cases be signi�cantly
di�erent from the original model (example graphs in supplementary
materials, Appendix A), making the task of decoding the evolved
models non-trivial. This is a strong motivation for further development of the algorithm, for example by incorporating multiple
criteria in the �tness calculation to account for the modularity
and/or complexity of the evolved graphs. The results presented in
this section demonstrate the advantage of data-driven GI, as the
resulting models are directly comparable to the source model but
are more performant on the objective dataset.
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DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This work made use of the CGP algorithm in a Genetic Improvement formulation of the problem of forecasting shoreline change
using an established model to shoreline forecasting named ShoreFor. Multiple experiments were conducted to study the sensitivity
of CGP to the di�erent evolutionary con�gurations, with the aim
of maximizing its ability to improve on its ShoreFor initialization.
We have demonstrated the e�ects of using di�erent time series
lengths during the evaluation step of evolution. The results shown
in Figure 2 demonstrate that the noise in the evaluation measure
increases as the evaluation duration is increased. This result is
a strong motivation for further study in di�erent noisy �tness
estimation schemes [15, 17] due to the great potential reduction
of computational resources required for the application of CGP in
similar problems.
Furthermore, we have studied the impacts of integrating di�erent
constraints at the evaluation and mutation stages of evolution. A
future direction of this work is to split the mutation constraints to
study their impacts independently from one another in order to
better understand their respective e�ects on evolution. We also aim
to integrate di�erent physical laws as evaluation-level constraints
in order to enforce that all evolved individuals are physically-sound
solutions.

Xt

Figure 7: An example evolved version of CGP-ShoreFor.
Considering the results obtained from the graph size experiment
as presented in Section 3.3, an interesting path for future work
would be the inclusion of additional mutation operators such as
node addition and deletion, in order to remove any user-speci�ed
limitations and to allow the method to autonomously evolve towards its optimal (active) graph size.
Another possible direction for future work would be to move
towards a multi-objective �tness evaluation scheme which we believe would be bene�cial on multiple aspects. First, an evaluation
procedure that takes into account the complexity and/or modularity
of the evolved graph would allow for more direct interpretability of
the evolved graphs. Moreover, the inclusion of shoreline datasets
from di�erent sites as objectives in the evaluation procedure, in
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addition to more specialized tests over speci�c periods of time (e.g.
storms) would allow for more sophisticated experimentation on
evolving generalized or specialized models.
Finally, we relied on manual translation of the ShoreFor model
into CGP individuals for GI in this work. Analysis on the resulting
individuals was done using the graphs shown in this article in comparison to the graph of the original ShoreFor model. Further work
on automatically translating mathematical and physical models
into CGP individuals for improvement, with post-hoc analysis and
translation back into a system of equations also done automatically,
would greatly help in the application of GI using CGP to other
domains.

6

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented our �rst results in applying CGP in
a Genetic Improvement formulation of the problem of forecasting
wave-driven shoreline change using the ShoreFor shoreline equilibrium model to initialize our population of CGP individuals. We
presented our methodology of transforming the original ShoreFor
system of equations into a CGP encoding including the di�erent
simpli�cations that were required to move from a full regressionbased model to an instantaneous model that operates on a subset
of the full dataset at a time.
We also presented the di�erent experiments that were conducted
to improve the e�ciency of CGP. We �nd that using the full calibration series gives a more reliable measure of performance during
evolution while increasing the computational overhead. We highlight the possibility of using noisy �tness estimation techniques
in order to reduce the computational overhead while keeping a
reliable measure of performance during evolution. We discussed
the di�erent constraints that we added to the base genetic algorithm and we analyzed their impacts on evolution. We �nd that
applying constraints on the computation graph during the mutation
step yields the best performance. We also �nd that applying constraints based on the predicted time series at the evaluation level
also improves convergence. Interestingly, merging both types of
constraints did not yield any improvement in performance. The impact of the complete CGP graph size was studied and we found that
using smaller graphs usually led to better results, which is a strong
motivation for further analysis of additional mutation operators
such as node addition and deletion.
Finally, we presented a comparison of performance between the
top performing CGP-ShoreFor individuals to pure CGP individuals.
The CGP-ShoreFor models were found to improve on the original
ShoreFor model on all time scales, while the performance of the pure
CGP individuals was superior at very short time scales. Overall, the
preliminary results presented in this work are a strong motivation
for further studies in using CGP and genetic algorithms in the physical sciences, especially considering the opportunities of physics
discovery due to the white-box nature of genetic programming.
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